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WE DO DATA,
YOU TRANSFORM
YOUR BUSINESS
We provide Business Intelligence, Data Analytics
Solutions and Training on the same. This allows
the managers to make strategic decisions that
give companies/organizations a competitive
advantage while allowing them to achieve goals
they have set within themselves.
Technology Artitude LTD has specializes in Data
Engineering, Business Intelligence, Data Analytics
and Trainings.
We implement Business Intelligence Solutions
that enable Automation of Operations as well as
Supporting Analytics Initiatives. If your goal is
to optimize internal business process, increase
operations efficiency or drive in New Revenue
Streams, Technology Artitude has the solution you
need. With a proper Data Analytics Implementation,
you can also identify different market trends as
well as any problem areas your business may be
facing.

SERVICES
Technology Artitude LTD has specializes in Data Engineering, Business Intelligence,
Data Analytics and Trainings. We implement Data Analytics Solutions and train in-house
employees to be custodians of the systems.

Consultancy
Evaluation of an organizations current need to
determine the best Analytics Solution to provide.

Business Intelligence
Data Engineering, Data Warehousing, Data
Analytics, Custom Reporting

Database Management and Administration
Database management and administration is
complex, repetitive, and requires signiﬁcant
experience to ensure your data always ends up
in the right place.
Data Collection Application Development
Technology Artitude has the capacity to
manage, improve, and built easy-to-use and
effective applications

Enterprise Cloud Migration
Technology Artitude has the expertise to migrate
and integrate your databases to cloud platforms
like Oracle cloud, Amazon AWS, and MS Azure.

Data Analytics and Business Intelligence
Training
Technology Artitude Offers a variety of training
programs ranging from technical to managerial.

Consultancy
Technology Artitude’s Data Analytics consulting efforts
can range from a single consultant creating a road map to
implementing a Business Intelligence solution to full design,
development, and implementation of an end-to-end BI Solution.
Our consultancy provide comprehensive services that can be extremely important
in understanding the critical business metrics and analytics, helping to eliminate wasted
time, money and effort, and allows business leaders to make more informed strategic on
delivery of specific work product, whether it is strategic or solution, and managing that endeavor
to its completion.
Technology Artitude’s Consulting Services provides companies and organizations with minimal risk and a
plethora of options when it comes to business intelligence solutions through leveraging on technologybased Analytics platforms.

YOUR DATA ANALYTICS
ROADMAP
IMPLEMENT
Build your
project
implementation
platform

IDENTITY
Gather project
Requirements

STRUCTURE
Structure your
project

CHOOSE
Choose the
right platforms
and partners

MEASURE
Measure your
success

“My Restaurants benefited from both an operational and management decision making standpoint from
the implementation of a data analytics solution Technology Artitude implemented for us”
Hussein MD Mister Wok Restaurant

Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence Systems provide historical, current, and predictive views of business operations, most
often data that has been gathered into a data warehouse or a data mart and occasionally working from
operational data. Business Intelligence reporting tools such as Power BI and Tableau support reporting,
interactive ‘Slice-and-dice’, visualization and statistical data mining.
Current organizations are starting to see that data and content should not be considered separate aspects
of informing management, but instead should be managed in an integrated enterprise approach. Allow
TechArt to help you design and build a solution for your entire enterprise.

DATA INTEGRATION

Data integration combines all
your operational and business
data from disparate sources into
a meaningful and valuable
information.

DATA WAREHOUSE
Data warehouse is a repository
where organization can access
data across the entire
establishment. It allows for
subject-based analysis and
integrates data from diﬀerent
sources.

DATA ANALYTICS

This is the process of
examining diﬀerent data sets
with the goal of discovering
useful information, suggest
conclusion and support
decision making.

CUSTOM
REPORTING

This is the generation of desired
reports from data that has been
analyzed and displayed in the
form of statistical data, visual
charts and/or standard textual
content.
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Database Management
and Administration
Our specialized database skills enable us to service and support complex mixed technology environments
including Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, Azure Databases, among others.
Technology Artitude delivers end to end cost effective database administration and support services to
a wide range of business sectors. We are the trusted advisor in the field. Technology Artitude has built a
reputation on maintaining high levels of client satisfaction with a sterling contract renewal rate.
Our expertise covers a comprehensive range of database technologies which means that focus is always
on service and suitability rather than on product. We have the flexibility and adaptability that enables us
to pay attention to clients’ requirements to an extraordinary degree.
Have an existing application that needs some outside help? Technology Artitude can take your current
application to the next level. We can iteratively improve your existing web applications, keeping them
functional and making them easier to use.
“Technology Artitude eased our payment process by 60% by reducing our two-week process through
automation. Now I spend more time focusing on core areas of the business and not worrying on payment
processes.” Omar Sayed – CEO Sperse

Enterprise Cloud Migration
Technology Artitude has the expertise to Migrate and integrate your databases to the oracle cloud, amazon
AWS and MS Azure.
Transitioning from on-premises storage to the cloud can be a difficult task. Technology Artitude has the
expertise to migrate and integrate your databases to the Oracle Cloud, Amazon AWS, and MS Azure.
Using cloud services for your business solutions allows for maximum flexibility. If you are just starting to
build your business, cloud computing allows for maximum scalability with ease.
Securing your data has never been easier using cloud services. Using the cloud for business will allow for
easy disaster recovery, automatic software updates and hardened data security.
Utilizing cloud-based solutions allows our clients to get their applications in their hands faster and for
less money due to lack of necessary infrastructure.
“We are working with Technology Artitude who are sourcing our data from desperate systems and store it
in a manner that enables reporting for managerial dashboards”
Jonathan Ndede – Managing Director Ngamia Haulers

Data Analytics and Business
Intelligence Training.
Statistician, data analysts, budding data scientist
or beginners who want you learn how to analyze
data with Power BI, Tableau or any other reporting
tool, Technology Artitude is the company to
approach.
Technology Artitude offers a variety of training
programs ranging from technical to managerial.
Our courses will help you master the different
facets or data analysis such as inspecting,
cleaning, transforming, and modeling of various
data sets.
In addition to technical training, Technology
Artitude offers executive training that helps
executives understand basic data analytics
concepts and how to best leverage data analytics
that positively impact their business.

Organizations are tapping into increasingly
sophisticated analytics techniques to improve
opportunities for growth, innovation, and
competitive advantage. Technology Artitude has
developed a course that directly addresses the
cultural, environmental, team and resource issues
that impact the overall analytic functions of any
organization.
“Technology Artitude made a custom-made
analytics training for our Sales team. The team is
now able to understand data that is sales related
collected by the company and use it on our
advantage”
Francis Okello – Head of Finance – Mogas Oil
Uganda
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